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Introduction
To become a more sustainable society, it is essential to reduce transportation and consume local and
seasonal products. In this regard, rethinking means selectively shopping for these products at regional
farms and zero waste shops. This change is time-consuming, but once conscious food shopping and
recycling becomes a habit, it not only brings joy, but can also be very healthy. However, when away
from home, this regional and conscious consumption becomes much more complicated. On vacation,
this sustainable approach is made much more difficult for consumers due to unfamiliarity with store
locations, destination-specific seasonality, and the subsequent preparation of adapted dishes.
We have been working intensively on how we can offer a sustainable option for tourists. We want to
enable them to consume regional products in their most beautiful time of the year without stress and
to use them with pleasure. Our goal is to build an intercultural bridge to the destination-specific cuisine
and culture. For this reason, we have come up with a concept which we would like to present in more
detail below.

Our idea
The concept:
As the issue of food waste is becoming a growing problem, we see a lot of potential to improve this in
the tourism sector. It is noticeable that Germans mainly buy international products. This has several
negative consequences: on the one hand, it means less and less support for German agriculture, and
on the other hand, it results in high transport costs, which lead to high CO2 emissions. Based on these
two disruptive factors, we have developed a concept to provide seasonal food from local farms and
zero waste shops. In addition, we would like to create an awareness of sustainable food practices for
tourists of all kinds.
We have developed 4 typical Bavarian baskets, which exclusively contain regional food from farmers
and zero waste shops from the Munich area. After booking a vacation apartment (via an intermediary
platform), customers can purchase our products for a small surcharge. With our baskets we would like
to show how easy a healthy diet can be and additionally convey culture.
All baskets contain seasonal, vegetarian food with the option of a vegan version. In addition, our
customers can exclude certain foods from a seasonally adjusted list. The contents of the baskets are
then configured to the specific number of people in the tour group. To avoid food waste, we use this
information to put together a surprise package containing the appropriate amount of food and
coordinated Bavarian recipes. In addition, after the trip, a comprehensive cookbook, to which new
recipes are always added, is made available as a PDF. It is our concern to offer the customers not only
the baskets themselves, but a whole experience. For this reason, each guest receives a small goodie.
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This goodie serves as a souvenir and can be taken home as a nice memory, for example jam or honey
from the region. In addition to the recipes, we would like to share a little insight into the specific
culture.

The basket variants:

The ordering process:
Once customers have selected a suitable vacation home and booked the trip, they will be redirected
to our website. Since transparency is very important to us, we would like to show them in advance
where our products come from and how we manage to reduce CO2 emissions and food waste with our
sustainable concept.
Before our customers are forwarded to the chargeable order, a notice appears that a deposit of 5€ will
be charged for each basket. If the basket and all containers are intact, this amount will be refunded at
the end of the trip.
On the day of arrival, the basket will then be handed over to the travelers. The delivery time requested
by the customer will be indicated at the time of booking. In case of a longer stay, another basket can
be ordered with a production time of 3 days (compilation of the baskets, delivery). On the day of
departure the basket will be taken back by us at an individual time.

After the trip, customers will receive a link through which they can give feedback. Based on the reviews
we would like to further optimize our product. We hope that the travelers will modify the dishes in
their home country with local products and thus gain inspiration from Bavarian cuisine. This also
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provides a cultural exchange after the trip and our guests can take home a positive impression of our
culture.

Our goals with regard to tourism
For a holistic view of sustainability, we would like to first discuss the benefits for the environment and
then present the link to social as well as health issues.
Our first goal in relation to the environment is waste prevention. This is also a sub-goal of the
Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations. We have deliberately decided to customize the
baskets in terms of taste and quantity so that waste can be avoided.
Furthermore, we want to avoid any avoidable disposable packaging and have therefore planned a
deposit system with reusable packaging made of glass, for example.
To minimize CO2 emissions, all food is vegetarian or vegan and locally produced to minimize the supply
chain. Many studies explain the importance of this in terms of the value chain. Among others, a paper
by Dr. Markus Keller (IFANE) shows that transport from overseas has very high emissions (see Keller,
2012, p.12). Sourcing regional products would therefore be an important step in the right direction to
reduce emissions.
We are convinced that both vegetarianism and veganism taste exquisite with the help of the right
recipes and would like to successfully pass this on.
Furthermore, we support social aspects with our offer. Our first objective is to support regional actors.
We form a link between the tourists and the regional farmers and zero waste shops.
In addition, we support thematically appropriate social projects, for which we provide transparent
information. In Munich, for example, there is an initiative called "Kuchentratsch", which is well suited
for our "Bavarian snack basket". Here, older people bake cakes and other baked goods to sell for a
small extra charge.
We understand sustainable tourism also as a "learning from each other". For this reason, we want to
strengthen intercultural relationships and friendships. Therefore we have made it our Core task to give
our guests the best possible insight into the respective culture. The enclosed traditional cookbook is
intended to encourage sustainable cooking in the home country with other regional products and to
combine newly learned techniques with the local recipes. In this way, not only customers benefit from
our product, but also the people who are cooked with it.
Finally, we would like to show how important and uncomplicated it can be to take care of one's own
health on the one hand and to act sustainably at the same time. In the Sustainable Development Goals,
goal number 3 refers to this aspect.
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It is important to us that it does not matter whether our customers have already acted very sustainably
and consciously before their trip or whether they have only had little contact with the topic. In the
latter case, our concept is intended to provide an initial impetus for such behavior by positively
exemplifying the ease of culinary diversity. Our top priority is to make sustainability as easy as possible
for the end consumer when traveling.

Our assumptions - implementation in practice
For our thoughts on putting the project into practice, a cost analysis and a business model can be found
in the appendix.
Our focused target group should mainly comprise leisure travelers between the ages of 18 and 30.
Various sources and studies show that this generation in particular attaches great importance to
sustainability (cf. Hildebrandt, 2015). In principle, we do not exclude any generation or customer
segment; nevertheless, a certain focus is necessary to differentiate our strategy. In this way, we can
respond even better to the needs of our customers.
For the beginning, 3-4 companies are sufficient. Should one of the selected partners drop out for
unforeseeable reasons, this gives us the opportunity to switch to equivalent alternatives.
A basic requirement is cooperation with vacation rental providers as well as their mediation platforms.
With our product, the providers and platforms can show their commitment to the issue of
sustainability. In today's world, many customers see this as an important prerequisite. It also allows
platforms to take advantage of new opportunities to improve their marketing strategies.
With good online marketing on our part and smooth sales, we are sure that we will be in the black
after just a few months.
In any case, proper staff planning is of great importance. The cost center for this can be found in our
cost plan. To transport the baskets, we will initially use car sharing options. As soon as our profits and
demand allow, we would like to invest in our own climate-friendly e-car to optimize the process.
There is therefore little in the way of practical implementation. Exogenous crises pose one hurdle to
putting this into practice. This year, the Covid-19 pandemic proved that it seems almost impossible to
prepare for all eventualities that could happen. Even in such a difficult time with various restrictions,
our concept could continue. Thus, even in the case of social distancing, our baskets offer an attractive
option, as they provide insight into the respective culture despite the restrictions.
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Our SWOT analysis with proposed solutions
Since we have already discussed many of our strengths in the upper part of this elaboration, we will
now focus on the weaknesses.

For example, it is a weakness that our product initially only has a vegetarian or vegan option, and only
caters to intolerances to a limited extent. Here, we would expand the product portfolio to include a
choice of various allergens.
Another factor would be the initial ties to a car sharing company, as mentioned earlier in the
assumptions. We would like to overcome this complication by investing in our own more climatefriendly vehicle in the future.
Since we have limited storage options initially, we anticipate a lead time of 3 days. This limits our
flexibility. Therefore, we would like to expand our storage facilities as soon as possible.
Furthermore, as demand grows, we see a need to improve delivery and collection of the baskets. For
this purpose we would like to form collection points and get in direct contact with the hosts. In this
way we can avoid individual transport routes and the customers do not have to be present at the
delivery.
To create an intercultural bridge, the language of our cookbook, which is only available in German and
English, is an obstacle. Likewise, we see a problem in the fact that neither our website, our app, nor
our cookbook are barrier-free. For the future, we would like to enable an improved offering here.
Of course, there are also certain exogenous risks associated with our project. In particular, the
dependence on a good harvest season, as well as the risk of failure of farms or other cooperation
partners, presuppose the need for several providers to provide security.
In general, however, we see the possibility of applying our concept to other specific destinations.

Future visions
To our existing concept, we can imagine some expansion possibilities for the future.
To improve our social media presence, we would like to put a higher focus on our communication
channels. Ideas for this would include tips for sustainable travel or culinary customizable cooking
inspirations. In addition, we could develop some kind of incentive system on social media for our
customers, such as discounts through referrals.

Last but not least, we are striving to expand sustainable social projects. We could also imagine donating
a portion of the proceeds from each basket to social projects.
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Our conclusion
We are convinced that with our idea we can create an intercultural bridge between the tourists and
the destination-specific culture through our main focus on regional products.
Our concept offers a good basis, which furthermore shows great potential to grow in different
directions through our future visions. In this context, it is important to us that sustainability should
always remain at the center of our model. After all, we are not aiming to maximize profits, but merely
to take another step in the right direction.
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Our Appendix
Business Model Canvas
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Cost analysis

Purchase of new materials
(baskets and containers)

Hiring new employees

Kosten-Erlöse Analyse
25.000 €
20.000 €
15.000 €
10.000 €

5.000 €
0€

Anzahl insgesamt verkaufter Körbe
Allgemeine Kosten

Fixe Erlöse
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Website view

App view
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